[Plaque region segmentation of intracoronary optical cohenrence tomography images based on kernel graph cuts].
The segmentation of the intracoronary optical coherence tomography(OCT) images is the basis of the plaque recognition, and it is important to the following plaque feature analysis, vulnerable plaque recognition and further coronary disease aided diagnosis. This paper proposes an algorithm about multi region plaque segmentation based on kernel graph cuts model that realizes accurate segmentation of fibrous, calcium and lipid pool plaques in coronary OCT image, while boundary information has been well reserved. We segmented 20 coronary images with typical plaques in our experiment, and compared the plaque regions segmented by this algorithm to the plaque regions obtained by doctor’s manual segmentation. The results showed that our algorithm is accurate to segment the plaque regions. This work has demonstrated that it can be used for reducing doctors’ working time on segmenting plaque significantly, reduce subjectivity and differences between different doctors, assist clinician’s diagnosis and treatment of coronary artery disease.